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Peter Young 


Bunting


Bunting:

1. a coarse, open fabric of worsted or cotton for flags, signals, etc.  

2. patriotic and festive decorations made from such cloth, or from paper, usually in the colours 
of the national flag.  

3. the art of arranging as many different colours as possible in one object or location (from the 
German bunt = multi-coloured). 



  
   


  
     





01 Peter Young Bunting 



02 Peter Young Kendal Street Underpants 



03 Peter Young Christopher McAuley Grave 



04 Peter Young Rainbow Girl 



05 Peter Young -- Bus Station Girl 



06 Peter Young Asda Gnomes 



07 Peter Young The Pears Elephant 



08 Peter Young Mealcheapen Street Window 



09 Peter Young Just Eat 



10 Peter Young Cupcakes 



11 Peter Young All Sorts 






Nigel Reader 


Design Centre 


These are all from the archive but all taken close together both in point of time and geography.  

They are all based on the theme of design – whether intentional or otherwise – but without 
necessarily having any point other than to celebrate that element of design.  







  






Nigel Reader_01_Framed 



Nigel Reader_02_Kinked 



Nigel Reader_03_Registered Office 



Nigel Reader_04_Flakey 



Nigel Reader_05_Blues 



Nigel Reader_06_No Sign 



Nigel Reader_07_Porthole 



Nigel Reader_09_Brickwork 



Nigel Reader_09_Red Door 



Nigel Reader_10_Alarmed 



Nigel Reader_11_5 




Alex Isaacs 


Olympic Vision 




This series was inspired by last month’s outside source “Shapeshifting at the Tokyo Olympics.” 

The Olympic Games provided a wonderful distraction for many from current ongoing situations. 

I travelled to Japan courtesy of my television, freezing the images on the screen, then applying 
ICM techniques. 

Preparation, team work, effort, competition, achievement and celebration are all portrayed here. 



   










Alex Isaacs 01  chalking the hands 





Alex Isaacs 02 passing the baton 



Alex Isaacs 03 relay changeover point 



Alex Isaacs 04 head to head 



Alex Isaacs 05 rally in progress 



Alex Isaacs 06 runner with headband 



Alex Isaacs 07 celebrating winning gold 



Alex Isaacs 08 diving and rings 



Alex Isaacs 09 over the bar 



Alex Isaacs 10  marathon runners 



Alex Isaacs 11 celebration 




Bob Oakley 


Out of Business 


No matter how honest, skilful or well-intentioned people are, in certain types of 
business the location and the business climate in which they have to operate may 
make it impossible for them to continue to provide a service to the local community. 
In rural areas this may make it particularly difficult for the people who live there. 

This is very much the case with filling stations and garages. At one time this 
business on the main Worcester to Stratford road provided a useful service and was 
able to survive.  

These images were taken in April 2013 at which time the business had been closed 
for some years. It has since been demolished. 






   




01_Bob Oakle_Forecourt wide view 





02_Bob Oakley_Looking Towards Stratford 





03_Bob Oakley_Looking towards Worcester 



04_Bob Oakley_The Crypton Factor 



05_Bob Oakley_Fuel Pump 



06_Bob Oakley_The price of fuel (when last sold) 



07_Bob Oakley_Broken Window 





08_Bob Oakley_Workshops #1 



09_Bob Oakley_Workshops # 2 



10_Bob Oakley_Workshops # 3 



11_Bob Oakley_The Empty chair 



Eric Williams 


The Admiral Von Trump 


Two miles SE of Whitby Abbey, you’ll find Saltwick Bay - a small sandy beach flanked by flat 
sedimentary rocks. Here, 45 years ago, the trawler Admiral Von Tromp floundered on these 
dangerous rocks.  

To this day, nobody can understand why the boat was so far off course and why, despite its 
sonar equipment, it ran aground. The helmsman at the time perished in the accident. 

The wreck is eroding quickly in the chilly North Sea waters and it appears to be sinking into 
the bed of flat rock as if being consumed by the earth.  






  




01_Admiral Von Tromp 



02_Admiral Von Tromp 



03_Admiral Von Tromp 



04_Admiral Von Tromp 



05_Admiral Von Tromp 



06_Admiral Von Tromp 



07_Admiral Von Tromp 



08_Admiral Von Tromp 



09_Admiral Von Tromp 



10_Admiral Von Tromp 



11_Admiral Von Tromp 



David Hall 


Fragments of Life from 120 Years Ago… 

I stumbled across a faded box of ‘Ilford Ordinary Plates’ with the one word title of ‘Portraits’ at 
a car boot sale and, on impulse, bought it for £1. That was back in the early 90’s and they 
rested in a forgotten corner of my garage until I unearthed them a few days ago. 
  
I had never seen the images other than held to a light and so was delighted to find that, when 
scanned and reversed into positives, that they contained portraits taken in the early 20th 
century on a plate camera by what appears to be a commissioned photographer.  

I would guess they date from between 1900 and the outbreak of war in 1914 and unusually, 
span across a section of ages and society of that time. To me, they present an insight into how 
society was back then and I thought I would share them with anyone interested. They are like 
a time capsule, long buried and now unearthed and give us a chance to reflect on how 
different life was in those distant times. 











1. Victorian group 



2. The workers 



3. The game keeper 



4. Nanny 



5.Aunt Child & Doll 



6. Kids & Rabbits 



7.Young ladies in dresses 



8. The heads of family 




9. The younger members 




10. A statement of fashion 



11. A boy at play 



Tessa Mills 


Memories

These are not images 'of' memories.   I see them as an exploration into my understanding of 
how memories are laid down in layers.   

Some moments gracefully float to the surface with support from previous experiences.   

Others burst through from amongst the layers disrupting all others and creating a surprising 
direction of thought.    

I am using these images to dig in amongst the details to learn how the micro parts of memories 
can carry hidden depths of understanding.  




  










1. Tessa. Memories.210 



2. Tessa. Memories. 172 



3. Tessa Memories.252 



4. Tessa Memories. 272 



5. Tessa Memories. 360 



6. Tessa. Memories. 326 



7. Tessa. Memories. 637 



8. Tessa. Memories 472 



9. Tessa. Memories. 601 



10. Tessa. Memories. 414 



11. Tessa. Memories. 286 



Stewart Bourne 


Sometimes

Sometimes we see things that stimulate connections, chains of thought, emotions, and 
recognitions. All these images, such as they are, did that with me; jumping from one thought, 
or recognition, to another.  















Stewart Bourne 01 Enclosures 



Stewart Bourne 02 Cages 



Stewart Bourne 03   Decline 



Stewart Bourne 04  Mill 



Stewart Bourne 05 Markers 



Stewart Bourne 06 Sunday Afternoon 



Stewart Bourne 07  Expulsion 



Stewart Bourne 08  Past Lives 



Stewart Bourne 09  Payback 



Stewart Bourne 10 Aftermath 



Stewart Bourne 11  Crimescene 



Clive Haynes 


Behind the Altar (continuing series) 


My set for this month continues my ongoing exploration about what goes on behind the scenes 
in churches. 

Going ‘back-stage’, so to speak, entering vestries and small side-rooms not only gives insights 
into what can be referred to as the ‘theatre of of religion’, where one finds sacred vessels and 
vestments alongside the trappings of festivals, but it also reveals the impoverished state of 
church fabric.  
  
Cast-off and well-worn furnishings, threadbare carpets, uneven floors, damp walls, battered 
kettles and chipped china teapots, are signifiers of the reduced role and influence of religious 
practice and observance, particularly amongst those of a Christian persuasion. 









‘Behind the Altar’ © Clive Haynes MMXXI-1 



‘Behind the Altar’ © Clive Haynes MMXXI-2 



‘Behind the Altar’ © Clive Haynes MMXXI-3 



‘Behind the Altar’ © Clive Haynes MMXXI-4 



‘Behind the Altar’ © Clive Haynes MMXXI-5 



‘Behind the Altar’ © Clive Haynes MMXXI-6 



‘Behind the Altar’ © Clive Haynes MMXXI-7 



‘Behind the Altar’ © Clive Haynes MMXXI-8 



‘Behind the Altar’ © Clive Haynes MMXXI-9 



‘Behind the Altar’ © Clive Haynes MMXXI-10 



‘Behind the Altar’ © Clive Haynes MMXXI-11 



Dr. Charles Ashton 


From the Barbican to the Shard 


Two photographers set off to London with a Chinese Trilby hat and the hope of strong 
lighting and high-contrast photography.  

The mission was accomplished but a few other images were found along the way.  





.  








Charles Ashton 01 Down 



Charles Ashton 02 Looking Out 



Charles Ashton 03 Covid Conversation 



Charles Ashton 04 Brick Lane Nights 



Charles Ashton 05 The Fourth Man 



Charles Ashton 06 Proud Mum 



Charles Ashton 07 The Stairs 



Charles Ashton 08 Lunch Box 



Charles Ashton 09 Lane 3  



Charles Ashton 10 Happy Hour 



Charles Ashton 11 The Golden City 



John Hoath 


Come Rain Come Shine 




Photographs made whatever the weather. 

This year I visited the Henry Moore Foundation in Essex.  The weather forecast was sunny - it 
rained all day. 

I thought the wet bronze statues looked wonderful with lovely reflections which I photographed 
despite the poor light conditions.  From these images I managed to produce a reasonable 
abstract picture which I named ‘Henry Shines Through’. 

Next I made a trip to the small town of Petworth in West Sussex.   

On this occasion the weather was fine. There had been a Jean Miro exhibition in the town but 
unfortunately it had finished the day before my visit. I made a double exposure by 
photographing a poster advertising the exhibition, combined with a photo of the lovely 
herringbone brickwork of an old house in the town.  This I have named ‘Miro comes to Petworth’. 

Finally in Wales on the Bala Narrow Gauge Steam Railway I photographed the passing 
countryside from the train in pouring rain.  From these images I produced an abstract picture of 
the lake reminiscent of an Ivon Hitchens painting. 

Hitchens was an English landscape artist who lived close to Petworth.  




J Hoath 01 No Title 



J Hoath 02 No Title 



J Hoath 03 No Title 



J Hoath 04 Henry Shines Through 



J Hoath 05 No Title 



J Hoath 06 Miro Comes to Petworth 



J Hoath 07 No Title 



J Hoath 08 No Title 



J Hoath 09 No Title 



J Hoath 10 No Title 



J Hoath 11 Lake Bala 



Angie Hill 


Harvest

Martley is still very much a farming community. While up on the local hillsides most fields are 
given to pasture, arable fields surround the village itself. I have watched the way agriculture has 
changed since I moved here in the 1980s, becoming more intensified over time.  

The following images are a small part of an ongoing project about farming in my area, including 
the harvest seen here.  

Our soils are sandy and light, and with decreasing humus levels, they are vulnerable to erosion 
from wind and rain. In dry weather they can resemble the dust bowls of the American Midwest.  

Soil holds a large quantity of carbon, which is released when ploughed. With the current need 
to store carbon, annual deep ploughing no longer occurs, and fields are sown using direct 
drilling methods with stubble being left to break down in the top few inches of soil.   

Recent poor harvests have resulted in a number of fields being taken out of commission, being 
sown with cover crops such as clover to improve the soil.  

I love watching the harvest, from combining to baling.  

The farmers work hard, often into the night if the weather is good.  




01_AngieHill_Harvest



02_AngieHill_Harvest



03_AngieHill_Harvest



04_AngieHill_Harvest



05_AngieHill_Harvest



06_AngieHill_Harvest



07_AngieHill_Harvest



08_AngieHill_Harvest



09_AngieHill_Harvest



10_AngieHill_Harvest



11_AngieHill_Harvest



Geoff Hicks 



‘Phone Boxes 

Some years ago, I developed somewhat of an affliction. I started photographing phone boxes. 
You know -  the traditional K6s designed by Giles Gilbert Scott in the 1930s.  

K6s are red, so I made the images in black and white. Why, I hear you ask? Well, everybody 
knows they're red. What I wanted to do was show them in their setting.  

For many years, they were the only source of instant communication with the outside world, and 
were part of town and village life. So here they are, or at least eleven of them. 

.














Geoff Hicks 01 No. 1 



Geoff Hicks 02 No.2 



Geoff Hicks 03 No.3 



Geoff Hicks 04 No. 4 



Geoff Hicks 05 No.5 



Geoff Hicks 06 No. 6 



Geoff Hicks 07 No. 7 



Geoff Hicks 01 No. 1 



Geoff Hicks 09 No. 9 



Geoff Hicks 10 No. 10 



Geoff Hicks 11 No. 11 




Worcestershire Camera Club Contemporary Photography Group 

 ‘Viewpoint’ © September 2021 


